Getting the Job Done Faster

Hand mixing and dumping self-leveling underlayment in large areas can be a logistics nightmare and limits your crew to covering one room at a time. In addition, it’s backbreaking work carrying buckets up tall buildings and can put a strain on your team’s health.

Easily Maintain a Wet Edge

With new flooring materials evolving to dry faster and other trades demanding to get access to rooms sooner, mixing bag after bag of self-leveling underlayment in a bucket simply won’t cut it. It’s time to switch to a mixing and pumping option that will give you consistency in cementitious self-leveling underlayment (SLU) – from one batch to another – and pump continuously so you get the entire job done faster.
One Machine to Handle Mixing and Pumping

Large jobs are no longer daunting, and the days of hauling pallets of bags all over a job site are over. Graco’s ToughTek MP20 and MP40 mixing pumps are compact and easy to operate. Water is automatically added to the mixing section so all your crew needs to do is set the water flow rate, add material to the hopper and they’re ready to begin. The result is consistent material and flow from a machine that is ready to work all day long.

**ToughTek MP20**

With its ability to mix and pump, this all-in-one compact machine is the ideal solution for contractors looking to make the switch from manually applying self-leveling underlayment. The MP20 can deliver up to 100 bags per hour allowing contractors to get jobs done faster.

**ToughTek MP40**

Although identical in size and function as the MP20, the MP40 has double the output and can pump up to 200 bags per hour of self-leveling underlayment. The larger motor and pump make the MP40 an excellent fit for contractors looking for a high production solution.

To learn more, visit www.graco.com/toughtek
Mix, pump and apply pre-blended cementitious and gypsum-based construction materials with a single, easy-to-use machine. Because one or two workers can operate the ToughTek Mixing Pump, it saves on labor expenses too. Its water system helps reduce material waste by maintaining material consistency at a uniform flow rate. Ideal for self-leveling underlayments, pre-blended non-shrink grouts and pre-blended topping materials.
Contact us today! Call 866-361-5959 to talk with a Graco representative, or visit www.graco.com/toughtek for more information.